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Regular Theory Examination (Odd Sem - l\,2016'17

BASIC ELECTRONICS
Paper-I

Time: 3 Hours Max. Marks: 100

Affempt all parts.All parts carry equal marks. Write
answer of each part in short. (10x2:24)

a) Distinguish between avalanche and zener

breakdown

b) Calculate the dynamic forward resistance of pn

junction diode when applied volta'ge is 0.80 V at

temperature of 43 degree Celsius and reverse

saturation current is 8 microampere?
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Explain the principle of operation of LED.

Derive the relationship between u and B.

The thickness of base is typically smaller than

emitter and collector. Why?

Explain FET as voltage variabie resistor.

An operation amplifier has differential gain of 10"2

and CMRR of 80 dB, input voltage are 100

microampere and 60 microampere. Determine

outputvoltage.

Write the characteristics of an ideal Op-Amp.

State the advantages of digital instruments over

analog instruments.

d)

e)

0

s)

h)

i)

j) Give advantages ofFM overAM?
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Section - B

Attempt any five questions from this section
(5x19:56;

a) Explain the V_t characteristic ofp_njunuion diode.

. Draw well labelled characteristic.

b) Draw the circuit and discuss the working of fu, wave
bridge rectifier with suitable input-output waveform.

a) Forthe given clampercircuit shown in figure below
determine the output voltage and also draw thewaveform of output signal.

c.il
Vi

J

b)

a)

Fxplain the \AI characteristic oftunnel diode.

Draw the circuit diagram of BJT in CEconfiguration. Draw oupuicharacteriJc curves and
i ndicate the d ifferent ..gion, ;i;;ffi ;;r 

Y vr (rrr..r
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An n-p-n transistor with B 
: 98 is operated in the

CB configuration, if the emitter current is 2 mA
and reverse saturation current is 12 pA. What are

the base and collector current?

Why is transistor biasing required? Describe

collector to base biasing in CE n-p-n transistor

circuit.

Explain various current components in npn

transistor with help of suitable diagram.

Draw the circuit and explain the drain characteristic

forN-channel JFET.

Describe the construction and basic connection of
Depletion - MOSFET

Draw the circuit diagram of,an integrator using Op-

Amp and explain its working.

Design and'draw an inverting amplifier using Op-

Amp with againof-S and R, : 10 Kf).

Explainhow unknown signal frequency is measured

usingCRO.

b)

a)

b)

a)

b)

a)

7.
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b) Explain the basic principre of a digital multimeter.

9. DefineAmplitude modulation. Derive the expression for
AM modulated waveform. Define modulation index of
AM.

Section - C

Attempt any hvo.questions from this section
(2x15=30)

10. a) For the circuit shown in figure berow detennine
[,,12,13,I' Vo.

1{}v +si

Draw and discuss voltage tripler circuit.

Explain principle of operation of LCD.

Yo

J
ft-

b)

c)
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"b)
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Discuss AC equivalent model of voltage divider

biased amplifier in CE conflguration'

For the circuit showu below determine VB' Ic' Vc'

Given that P: 80, Vrr, = 0'7 V'

Explain theformation of depletion region in JFET'

Drawandderiverelationshipforop.Ampasclosed

loop non-inverting amplifi er circuit'

A500Wcarrierismodulatedtoadepthof600/o.

Calculate the total power in amplitude modulated

wave.

If a FM wave is represented by the equation :
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V: Ssin(6 x 108 + 3sin 20000

Calculate :

i) Carrier fiequency

ii) Modulatingfrequency

iii) Modulation index.

++++
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